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Fits fail of well known distributions to network traffic.
We’re studying enterprise traffic distributions of flow
counts in time intervals of 4 to 512 seconds.

Distribution

It is commonly known that these
distributions are not fit accurately by wellknown parametric models, as these chisquared tests show:
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Its hard to know if bursty
Strong dependencies among network flows lead to bursty traffic, which makes modeling and prediction hard.
traffic distributions are really
Many presumed fits to heavy-tailed distributions don't truly fit power-laws. [1] This is good news, since, if they fit
more well-mannered distributions, prediction and anomaly detection are easier.
heavy-tailed;
[1] Aaron Clauset, Cosma Rohilla Shalizi, M. E. J. Newman. Power-law distributions in empirical data. arXiv:0706.1062 physics.data-an

..but a phase-type model fit succeeds!
Phase-type distributions have exponential components and are not heavy-tailed.

In general, hierarchical models, such as
mixture models, are both parsimonious
(use fewer parameters) and offer
better explanations.

Phase-type complementary
cumulative distribution
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Testing different numbers and combinations of exponential and power law components, an
exponential-Power law mixture (with 3 df) consistently obtained the best BIC score. These plots
show the resulting mixture density (black) superimposed on the data histogram (dots), and the
mixture functions’ (colored) sequences’ convergence.
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More precisely, fits to a mixture model reveal a
substantial exponential component,…
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... whose parameters are stable across time-step size.
Mixture of 2 exponentials

Exponential-Power Law mixture
For both mixture models, the first component
parameter hardly varies over bin sizes of 4-32
seconds. In mixtures, the fitted component
parameters vary sub-linearly with the timestep with which flow counts are binned.
Intuitively, the counts are due to the intensity
of short duration spikes and not to the
average traffic in the time-step.

Removing the usual suspects might explain this.
flow count

We’d like to show that mixture components we’ve uncovered can be
explained by these observations.

Traffic from “Impersistent” locations

All Traffic
flow count

Conditioning on traffic from persistent destination addresses shows strong
differentiation in spiky-ness. Rare connections (those not persistent) are less
spiky. Thus http connections to external websites tend to exhibit better
behaved traffic, and, since spikes in routine enterprise services are known,
they can be accounted for.
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This work is based on 300+ data sets of user network traffic that we collected
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